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Cuba trip presents surprises for SIUE student
Cuba may be only 90 miles from the
United States, but given all the travel
restrictions for U.S. citizens it can feel like
another world. So when Dean Gunderson,
a graduate student in the geography
department at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, learned about a course being
offered by SIUE this summer in Cuba, he
took advantage of the opportunity.
“I heard that it was ‘happening,’ and
it seemed like a unique experience,” said
Gunderson, a native of Alton. “It never
occurred to me that I would get to go, so
when I heard that there was the opportunity, I jumped at the chance.” Once there,
Gunderson said that he was caught off
guard by the difference in terms of living
standards.
“The people didn’t have a lot of material
goods,” he said. “They said that they made
$12 to $20 a month from the government,
but at the same time they all were educated
and had healthcare and homes. It was an
interesting blend between the material
wealth you have in developed countries
and the lack of basic services you get in
undeveloped ones.” He said that the lack
of resources seemed a source of inspiration
for creativity among the Cuban people.
“We stopped at a farmer’s market and
we saw a guy with a stall whose job was to
re-fill what we call disposable plastic lighters,” Gunderson recalled. “Here you buy
one, use it, and throw it away. There, they
reuse it, and we saw a lot of that.”
Gunderson said that he was most surprised that the Cuban society is not as
closed as he had expected.
“We were surprised about how open
everyone was, and how willing they were
to talk about everything,” he said. “There
were several times when we would talk
about something like government policy,
and they would outright say, ‘That was a
poor decision,’ or ‘They acted too fast.’”
Even the Cubans’ opinions on socialism
were an eye-opener, he said.
“They joked about having problems
when they did have connections with the
Soviets. They would buy or barter or trade
with the Soviets. They would get clothes
from them, and it would be wool hats and
sweaters,” he said. “People would wear
them still, because it would make them
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Dean Gunderson, first from the left, together with other students and faculty from SIUE while in Cuba.
appear more in with the party line. The
buildings, too, had some Soviet influences,
but they would be more open. They might
be drab for part of it, but other parts would
be brightly colored and very Caribbean.”
He said that he found Cubans very
nice and open toward Americans despite
the political differences between the two
countries.
“When they asked where we were from,
they didn’t seem angry or anything like
that,” he said. “Most of them would tell
us if they had family living in America,

and many of them did.” The course took
students to difference places in Cuba, not
only Havana.
“We visited Matanzas, which is a little
East of Havana, and a very significant
port which has a lot of oil development
now. We went to Playa Girón by the Bay
of Pigs. There’s a big national park that
was there, wetlands with a crocodilebreeding center for the Cuban crocodile,
which is threatened with extinction. We
also went to Santa Clara, where Che
Guevara became famous,” Gunderson

said. “There’s a big monument and museum of him.” Wherever they went, he said,
communication was not an issue.
“There wasn’t a huge number that
spoke English fluently, but almost everyone you could kind of interact with,” he
said. “Most people seemed to know a little English, and we knew a little Spanish,
enough that we could get by and communicate. People were very friendly and
willing to talk.” While the group visited
many places where they could observe
Cuban culture first-hand, probably what

surprised them the most, Gunderson
said, was to listen to Cuban rap music.
“We went to a meeting with a group
of people from the Cuban Rap Agency
where they taught us about rap music in
Cuba,” he said. “When we were talking
to them they said that when they first
heard American rap they didn’t know
what was being said because they didn’t
speak English, but they liked the beats so
they started doing it too. They said when
they learned what was actually being said
they were appalled by the lyrics. They
try to make their lyrics more positive.
They even have rap love songs, which
sounds interesting.” Gunderson said that
he thinks that more visits like these can
help to improve Cuban-American relations and perhaps serve to eliminate the
embargo or blockade, as the Cubans call
it.
“People didn’t seem hateful about it,
but you could see how it impacted their
lives in ways that are foreign to us,” he
said. “There were shortages in Cuba of
things that we could get really easy, like
toilet paper or even toilet seats. People
on the street asked for soap, and it’s
really expensive in the stores. Shampoo
was about $15 for a bottle, and again
people are making about $12 to $20 per
month.”
When asked how he will use the knowledge he earned from this experience,
Gunderson said, “I would like to go
back at some point. It seems like things
are starting to change, so it would be
interesting to see in a few years. I’m not
exactly sure what I’ll do with the knowledge, but it has definitely impacted my
view on things, so maybe that will be
how I use it.”
Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville. His show,
“Segue,” can be heard every Sunday morning
at 9 a.m. on WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be reached
at College_Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.
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“This particular month, we got over 200 calls,” he said.
The brush collection process can be traced to the ice storm of Nov.
30/Dec. 1, 2006.
That was when the village – not the village’s trash hauling service
– began collecting downed tree branches and other yard debris.
That service was never discontinued and today it has become an
expensive problem for Glen Carbon.
In January, the Village Board adopted new regulations which state,
"The service is provided only to pick up NATURALLY fallen tree
branches caused by storm damage and minor pruning."
That eliminates branches that have been intentionally cut.
The rules continue, stating "Village work crews are now being
instructed NOT to pick up logs, firewood or other debris, etc., placed
at the roadside that in their judgment DOES NOT meet the guidelines
of the program."
The brush collection program will remain available the first
Tuesday of each month from May through October and residents are
asked to call 288-2662 one week prior to the desired service.
The old guidelines state, "Pickups are scheduled the first Tuesday
of each month," while the new rule says, "Will not accept calls after
the first Monday of each month.”
Govreau said something needs to be done.
“There’s tons of people that don’t call in and assume we’re going
to pick it up. We went through this a couple months back and redid
the rules. . . people aren’t following the rules,” he said.
Village Administrator Jamie Bowden said he believes some other
options should be explored.
“We need to come up with some options if we get out of it,” he
said. “My discussion with Mike is, you’re all in or you’re all out.”
Edwardsville residents, meanwhile, pay for the service as part of
their water/trash collection bill so it is available to everyone.
Committee member Mary Ann Smith believes that offering yard
waste collection two or three times a year – like large trash weeks
– might be the best solution.
“I don’t think we should do away with it altogether,” Smith said.
“Can they do it once in the spring and once in the fall?”
Committee member Brooke Harmony agreed that the she doesn’t
believe it would be right to simply discontinue the service.
“My thought was paring down to some degree,” she said. “That is a
lot of money. But in that paring down, do you do a slow reduction or
do you just rip the band-aid off and say we’re going twice a year?”
Harmony also asked if it would be possible for residents to drop
off yard waste at a central location for disposal.
Govreau said the village doesn’t have the facilities to offer a
dropoff service, which would also require manhours for someone
to supervise such a service and even more for someone to chip it or
burn it.
The item was tabled until further information can be obtained.
Bowden did say he will contact Allied Waste/Republic Services to
see what is available.
Govreau, however, said the current situation is affecting other village operations.
“On an average, when those guys get their list established and take
off and do this, it’s a week-and-a-half at least,” he said. “And they’re
neglecting to get mowing done, street repairs done and other things
they need to be doing. It is a hindrance.”
Guidelines for the yard waste collection program are currently
posted on the village’s website, www.glen-carbon.il.us.
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s FAILED TO ENSURE THAT THE BATTERIES WORKED IN THOSE ALARMS
s FAILED TO ENSURE THAT EVERY DWELLING UNIT AT THE APARTMENTS hWAS
equipped with at least one approved carbon monoxide alarm in an operating condition within 15 feet of every room used for sleeping purposes.”
The girls grew up together in Bethalto and played varsity tennis at Civic
Memorial High School.
Rex Peterson is seeking in excess of $50,000 on each of two counts of
negligence.
The suit was brought by Alton attorneys Ted Gianaris and Michael
Stewart.
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David Lewis smiles after completing the Antarctica Marathon.
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Although all the marathon runners completed
the Kenya race without any wildlife incidents,
David said that he and Steve were coming over a
hill when they saw and heard helicopters about a
half-mile ahead that were chasing some elephants
off the course. “But no one got eaten,” David
joked. “They knew what they were doing.”
In 2007, the Lewis’ set out to conquer the Easter
Island Marathon. This tiny island, located off
the coast of South America, provided a beautiful
backdrop for a marathon. “That is the island that
has the stone carvings of the heads – Moai statues
– so that one was really cool. It was an island
where there were very few motor vehicles - almost
like a national park – rustic. You’re just kind of
running out in nature,” David said. “It was real
remote, real small, but beautiful weather, and we
ran along the statues. That was a pleasant one.”
In 2008, David and his family went on two marathon destination trips – The Great Wall of China
in Asia and Athens in Europe. He noted that the
Great Wall marathon was also in the top three
most difficult marathons they completed because
running up the wall involved running up uneven
steps from about a foot high to a couple of inches
high. “You can’t get a rhythm to run,” David said.
“Other than that it was beautiful weather and
running through the villages of China with all the
kids running out, it was really an experience.”
David also pointed out that by the time he was
planning the Athens marathon for the family, they
all were discussing how doing one on every continent was really a goal within reach. “It was still
a family thing, but it was my butt out there running,” he commented about the continent goal.
The Athens Marathon was interesting, David
noted, because the participants ran on the original
24 mile marathon course that historians claim
Athenian messenger Phidippides ran carrying the
news that the Greeks had won the battle against
the Persian Army in 540 B.C. “It ended up in the
Greek Olympic stadium so that was cool,” he said.
“That was the only one that I didn’t run – I walked
it because I had recently had surgery. That one I

completed in a really slow time, but it counted.”
Lewis tackled the Australian outback in 2010.
“The weather again was good, but that was,
besides Antarctica, the most remote,” Lewis
recalled. “They drove you out to the Outback to a
building with a parking lot. You start and it was
all out in the Outback on these reddish clay roads.
It was a red dirt. You finish and you had clay all
over you – your shoes were red.”
With only one continent left to conquer, Lewis
traveled alone to Antarctica this past March.
Getting to Antarctica proved to be as much of an
experience as the marathon itself. He flew from
St. Louis to Atlanta and then Atlanta to Buenos
Aires. After spending a couple of days touring in
Buenos Aires, David flew to Ushuais, located at
the southern tip of Argentina.
From there, the marathon tour group of 100
participants, the maximum amount allowed on
the continent due to treaties, boarded a Russian
communications ship that sailed through the
Beagle Channel across the Drake Passage, through
the Shetland Islands and on to the Antarctic
Peninsula.
It took about a day-and-a-half on the seas
to navigate through the Drake Passage. “It’s a
confluence where the arctic waters and wind converge through that narrow passage,” David said
recalling the stressful voyage. “It was about 60 to
70 knot winds and about 30 foot waves. My room
was on the fourth level (of the ship) and the Drake
Passage waves were splashing on my window.
It reminded me of like Star Trek when a missile
would hit the bridge and you’d see all the people
kind of get thrown to the other side. That’s how
it was. One of these waves, maybe every 20 to 30
minutes, would hit and just throw everything. All
the chairs were bolted to the floor.”
After making it through the voyage with the
assistance of seasick medicine, David said they
finally arrived in Antarctica. “The continent is just
beautiful,” David added. “The blue ice bergs and
the penguins, and it’s pristine. There’s nothing
else out there. There are no cities, no towns, no
paved roads - it’s a continent of pure wilderness.
It’s just beautiful.”
The race was another chapter in perseverance.
“It was the most brutal,” David said. “It was
in the low 20s generally as a high temperature.
Winds were about 20 miles an hour on average. It

was like a cold winter day here. Sometimes you’d
get what was considered a heat wave and you’d
get in the upper 20s .”
The course ran between research bases in a figure eight shape from a Russian medical site to a
Chilean one where the runners turned around and
came back to the Russian site and then onward
to the Chinese site and back. “You needed some
kind of civilization support,” David said about
the unusual route.
Running on the Antarctica terrain became the
biggest challenge. “They’d have the heavy bulldozer machinery that could get through the snow,
but as it warmed up it would just make big tire
tracks. So it was either gravel or like black ice on
it. Some of the sections were as slippery as could
be. A lot of people fell. Some people fell multiple
times,” David said.
“The parts that were on the rocks were pretty
treacherous – like black ice, but I did not fall. I ran
very, very slow in order to not fall because I’m too
old to fall,” David said with a chuckle. “The 20 to
30 year olds would fall and bounce back up.”
David finished the Antarctica marathon in
about seven hours – two hours longer than his
normal marathon time. “It was like running on
a construction area in a hard freeze. It was slippery,” he said.
Now that he’s completed a marathon on every
continent, David said he wasn’t sure what the next
goal was going to be. “One thought was doing all
the 50 states. Honestly I’m not sure that will be
feasible because I go when I can go,” he pointed
out referring to his job with District 7. “I’d like
to do the Appalachian Trail or maybe climbing
Mount Rainier.”
Having been a social worker at District 7 for 19
years, David also pointed out that while he makes
an “OK salary,” their family vacations to these
exotic locations had been paid for through a fund
set aside by his Great Aunt Zora Neale Hurston
who wrote the famous novel, “Their Eyes Were
Watching God.” Oprah Winfrey brought the book
to prominence when she served as the executive
producer for the made-for-TV adaptation in 2005.
“A lot of the royalties have come down to my
mom,” David said. “The kids were like 5 and 9
when we went to Africa. It was the travel fund
at that point, now we call it the travel and college
fund.”

